AUTUMNFEST – Large crowds visited Ceredo-Kenova area for the C-K AutumnFest and Kenova Elementary School carnival Saturday. Above, Ceredo Police Officer Jamie Wolfe fingerprints a young visitor while one vendor paints the faces of her young patrons. The Incredible Hulk had his picture taken with those visiting Kenova Elementary as John Goode creates balloon figures. A Kenova Elementary staff member gets revenge with putting Principal Deidre Farley in the “jail.”
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CARS AND TRACTORS highlighted this year’s C-K Autumnfest Saturday. Upper left is Ashland’s Steve Jones’ 1960 Buick LeSabre convertible on display at the Ceredo Plaza parking lot. Also on display at the Cruise In was this Dalmatian-covered vehicle, upper right. Lower left, Larry Hatten of Cyrus watches a restored antique tractor being unloaded by Sean Kane of Grayson, Ky., while a row of tractors, primarily John Deere and Farmall, is shown at lower right. Nearly 200 cars were on display in Ceredo, while more than 20 tractors drew attention on the Kenova United Methodist parking lot at the first tractor show in this area. Shortly after noon, the tractors made an impromptu parade up U.S. 60 and around the Cruise In site near Mitch Stadium.